
Using Your
Human Design to
Attract Clients



In case we haven't officially
met

I'm business and money strategist with a mission to
empower women all over the globe to normalize financial
freedom. 
 
I've helped countless clients create consistent $10K+
months through healing their relationship with money,
reframing their mindset, and implementing simplistic
business strategies. 

I use Human Design and hypnosis, EFT+ to help my clients
see their clear path of success and remove obstacles
along the way.

I have two kiddos (3 if you count my husband) and I've
helped tons of women get out of their own way to build a
business they only had dreamed of.

I'm Vanessa!



BEFORE HUMAN DESIGN

I was spinning my wheels trying to
build my business then getting

down on myself when I
experienced ups and downs.

 
I was in hustle mode and proud of

it.
 

I found myself sick often.
 

Frustrated and stuck.

AFTER HUMAN DESIGN

I respond to things that feel
good and get results.

 
I do less and receive more.

 
No more vertigo. I feel good

but when I lose energy, I know
to rest.

 
Less frustration and resistance.

My Human Design experience
Before I share how to attract dream clients by

understanding your Human Design centers, I want to share
my life before I discovered Human Design and how you

too can experience beautiful shifts to manifest your
desires with ease and less resistance.



WHAT IS HUMAN DESIGN?

Human Design is a pseudoscience that reveals
your genetic make-up of your energetic
strengths and opportunities for growth.
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www.mybodygraph.com

Want to follow along with
your own Human Design

chart?



Your thoughts and
beliefs dictate your

energy:

Understanding your genetic makeup with Human Design
helps you rise to higher levels of consciousness because
you're able to have more self-love and self-acceptance.
Which will lead to feeling better emotions about yourself
and your life.

When you're focused on negative emotions, you'll draw more
of them to you. Think of it as being on an elevator that will
only take you to the floor that matches your emotions. Get to
more love, joy and peace by understanding yourself better
and showing yourself grace for your perceived
imperfections.

Your Emotions and Mindset



TYPE

Manifestor

Manifesting Generator

Generator

Projector

Reflector

STRATEGY

Inform & Initiate

Respond

Respond

Wait for an invitation

Wait a 28 cycle

SIGNATURE/NOT-SELF

Peace/Anger

Satisfaction/Frustration

Satisfaction/Frustration

Success/Bitterness

Surprise/Disappointment

A Brief Basics of Human Design 



Let's talk attraction
strategy



The Power of Your Centers 

When you pull your Human Design chart, you'll see different
shapes that are colored in or white. Each shape represents
one of the nine Human Design Energy Centers that correlate
to different types of energy.

The centers that are colored mean that they're defined and
you have constant and reliable access to that type of energy.
The white shapes mean that you absorb energy from others in
that space.

Use the following pages to better understand each center and
how to use their benefits in sales and marketing. I recommend
that you journal on ways you can integrate the power of each
center in your business and personal relationships. Also reflect
on how you can extend compassion and patience to others
knowing more about their Human Design centers.
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UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Share your ability to talk about a topic in
many ways.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Share your voice. Have the courage to be
heard.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Share the ways you clear your mind.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Ask questions to your audience to inspire them or
show them a different perspective.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Thinking about things that don't matter.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Share your beliefs and perspectives about
your business topic.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Share how you're flexible in how you
think.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Pretending to be certain.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Trying to attract attention.
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UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Show your audience that their feelings are
important.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Add emotion into your marketing. Help
people feel what they're too afraid to feel.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Share about your plans for the direction in your
business and life. What lessons have you learned
to help this?

DEFINED STRATEGY
Share how your ability to love yourself has
impacted your business. Or demonstrate it through
your competency.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Fixated on finding love and direction.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Inspire others that they're worthy of of their
desires.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Your authenticity of self-acceptance
attracts people to you.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Feeling unworthy and undervalued.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Avoiding confrontation and truth.
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UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Remind your audience how important rest,
celebration and gratitude is.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Talk about what you do to manage stress
and the pressure to be/do/have.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Share that its safe to not let your fears control
you. Acknowledging fears and helping others to
release them.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Talk about and show your ability to let things go
that don't serve you. Be a role model for letting go.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Holding on to what isn’t good for you.

DEFINED STRATEGY
Share joy and excitement for life and the
smallest things. You are what lights others up.

UNDEFINED STRATEGY
Remind your audience that more doing
doesn't mean more success or what
they're working so hard for.
UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Not knowing when enough is enough.

UNDEFINED NOT-SELF
Always in a hurry to be free of the pressure.
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Strengths of Defined Centers
HEAD

You inspire others and are curious.

AJNA
You're thoughtful and insightful.

THROAT
It's safe to speak your truth. That's why you're

here. G-CENTER
You're confident and magnetic.

HEART
You're desire driven and willful.

SOLAR PLEXUS
You're emotionally impactful.ROOT

You're ambitious.

SPLEEN
You're instinctual and intuitive.

SACRAL
You're energizing and creative.
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Strengths of Undefined Centers

G-CENTER
You mirror who or what you are

around.

HEAD
You're a mind reader. You receive

inspiration. AJNA
 You can see things from an

unlimited amount of perspectives.
THROAT

Your gift is to speak to people how they need
to hear it best.

HEART
You know what’s valuable in life.

SOLAR PLEXUS
You can feel what other people

are feeling.
ROOT

You have the potential to propel a stuck situation
into forward momentum.

SPLEEN
You are sensitive to what is going

on physically for others.

SACRAL
You can borrow energy and be
“super-charged” when you need

it.
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Write out the strengths of your chart below.

HEAD: Defined or Undefined?

AJNA: Defined or Undefined?

THROAT: Defined or Undefined?

G-CENTER: Defined or Undefined?

EGO/HEART: Defined or Undefined?

SOLAR PLEXUS: Defined or Undefined?

SACRAL: Defined or Undefined?

SPLEEN: Defined or Undefined?

 
ROOT: Defined or Undefined?



Bonus Tips:

The Vocation Sphere (Unconscious Mars) carries the notion of an
inner calling. Your vocation in time becomes your Life’s Work, the outer
expression of your core talent.

The shadow of your Vocation Sphere is what keeps you from living your
inner calling.

Your Culture Sphere (Unconscious Jupiter) frees up the flow of money
and good fortune in your life.

The Shadow of the Gene Key of your Culture describes a force that
directly blocks prosperity from flowing into your life. 

This Sphere opens or closes you to calling in and building your support
system.

Find the gates in your Unconscious Mars and Unconscious Jupiter to
reveal the shadow blocking your inner calling from manifesting
abundance and prosperity. The number before the decimal will
correspond to the Gene Keys on the next page.





Which defined centers are you tapping into the most and which can
you utilize better?

What triggers you to feel your not-self theme?

How can you live more in alignment with your signature theme?

Reflection Questions



What will happen when you shift from not-self to your signature?

How will being in your signature theme change your business and life?
What will it enable you to do?

What will happen in your life if you stay in your not-self theme too
long?



xoxo,
Vanessa

Meet Vanessa
I’m a business and money strategist that has a burning passion for helping
women create a business strategy that allows them to succeed in their way. 

I’m here to guide you through designing the business of your dreams. And the
best part? This business is going to embrace you authentically. Once you’re
doing business your way, like-minded people who actually want to do
business with you will gravitate to you. That means a steady flow of eager
buyers, which means more revenue, which helps your business flourish. 

You have it in you to succeed, I just help you get there quicker!

My approach has helped women just like you earn consistent $10K+ months by
creating a business and marketing strategy without the stress and ick of cold
prospecting. 

Ready to ditch the old boring marketing and the limiting beliefs holding you
back?
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You’ve come to the perfect place. 
When I’m not helping my clients succeed,
you can catch me spending quality time
with my family, sipping on some wine
(chardonnay is my favorite), cooking,
watching my favorite Netflix shows, and
indulging myself in creating content.  

http://www.vanessaannmiller.com/
mailto:hello@vanessannmiller.com

